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Janus Global Real Estate Fund

Investment Environment
Welcome to the big leagues. The exciting news for global real estate in the quarter was
its much-anticipated, official move into its own Global Industry Classification Standard
(GICS) sector. What does this mean? Well, it’s largely just a technical reclassification that
removes real estate stocks from the financials sector, where they’ve been buried since
inception; real estate now stands alone as the eleventh GICS sector. The most important
consequence of this move, at least in our minds, is the heightened awareness expected
from generalist equity managers, who have been chronically underweight the sector for
years. While somewhat obscured up until now, that sort of positioning will be glaringly
obvious going forward, and we suspect more difficult to defend given real estate’s
historically strong performance. Already, there is abundant anecdotal evidence of
elevated interest from generalist investors, and the strong flows into the sector over the
last six months or so suggests that many were making an effort to better position their
portfolios ahead of the official move.
We should caution here that, while we too are excited about the move and strongly
believe it will prove very beneficial over the long term, we can’t help but worry that this
has a bit of a “be-careful-what-you-wish-for” feel to it. Sometimes these momentous
events just seem to have an uncanny knack for signaling a top, and with the sector
having outperformed the broader market over the one-, three- and five-year time frames,
a little apprehension is probably justified. Of course, as those of you who read these
commentaries are aware, we’ve been somewhat cautious and defensively positioned for
a while, and that hasn’t changed with the new GICS sector. But hey, let’s not be overly
sour here – real estate is now firmly entrenched in the big leagues where it has long
belonged … and that’s a good thing!
The real estate sector, along with global stocks, rose during the quarter. Within real
estate, gains were most pronounced in Norway, Hong Kong and China. Mexico incurred
the steepest losses, while Italy and Canada also registered measurable declines. On a
sector basis, construction and engineering, along with real estate development, posted
solid gains. Losses in specialized REITs far outpaced those of other sectors.

Performance Discussion
The Fund outperformed its benchmark, the FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Global Index, during
the period. Relative outperformance was largely the result of superior stock selection,
with the Fund’s selection of U.S. securities being the largest source of gains. Stock
selection within Japan and Germany, on the other hand, weighed on relative results. Also
detracting from relative performance was the Fund’s underweight positioning in China
and Hong Kong. While country allocation, overall, detracted from relative results,
overweights to certain countries, namely Austria, mitigated some of these losses. Within
the Fund, construction and engineering, followed by electric utilities, generated the
strongest absolute returns. Holdings within diversified metals and mining outpaced other
sectors on the downside. Relative to the benchmark, specialized REITs and real estate
operating companies contributed most to returns. The Fund’s holdings in real estate
development and hotel and resort REITs were the leading detractors.
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Executive Summary
• Global real estate stocks gained
during the quarter.
• The Fund outperformed its
benchmark, with specialized
REITs and real estate operating
companies contributing most to
relative results.
• We are focusing on companies
active in markets with attractive
development yields and those
that are using the seller’s
market and low interest rates to
fortify balance sheets.
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Outlook

neatly into the "safe" bucket.

While it was a relatively quiet quarter and the sector continued
with its winning ways, we are sticking with our expectation for
heightened volatility and our “times they are a-changin” thesis
(thank you, Bob Dylan). By change we mean that we believe
that interest rates, at least in the U.S., have likely put in their
lows, and that could have significant repercussions for the
“bond-proxy” trade. As we discussed in our last commentary, we
think that listed markets have been giving very large premiums
– too large, in our opinion – to certain companies holding
"defensive" real estate. This makes sense in the context of a
bond-proxy trade – these are large, liquid stocks with safe
dividends – and is likely compounded to a degree by the
increased interest from generalist investors discussed above.
Just to reiterate, we too like low volatility, dividends and fortress
balance sheets, but we're also laser focused on valuation, and
we feel that in an increasing number of instances the market is
both overpaying for "defense" and misreading the risks
associated with equities that for one reason or another don't fit

Mind you, we’re not calling for a big move in rates; in fact, we
anticipate “slow and gradual” may prove an overstatement
(we’re not even sure the move will end up being sustainable – it
doesn’t seem too farfetched to us that we could see the return
of quantitative easing in the next 24 months – but we will save
that for another commentary). Nor are we changing our tune on
the credibility of the Federal Reserve – we think it has been
irreparably damaged.
Through it all, we remain focused on companies employing the
following strategies: 1) taking advantage of the wall of money
seeking a home in core real estate to harvest gains and recycle
capital; 2) delivering product through development in those
markets where development yields handily exceed acquisition
cap rates; and 3) using today’s low rates and robust seller’s
market to shore up the balance sheet and prepare for the next
downturn. We firmly believe companies executing well along
these lines will continue to create significant shareholder value
as the real estate cycle plays out.

Top Contributors and Detractors for the Quarter Ended 9/30/16
Top Contributors

Ending
Weight (%)

Contribution (%) Top Detractors

Ending
Weight (%)

Contribution (%)

Kennedy-Wilson Holdings Inc

4.51

0.75

Chatham Lodging Trust

2.91

-0.37

NorthStar Realty Finance Corp.

1.57

0.25

Kenedix Retail REIT Corp

2.32

-0.26

Wharf Holdings Ltd

0.70

0.24

Invincible Investment Corp

1.29

-0.18

Atrium European Real Estate Ltd

2.49

0.23

Simon Property Group Inc

3.91

-0.16

Hang Lung Properties Ltd

1.87

0.21

Gateway Lifestyle

0.41

-0.13

The holdings identified in this table, in compliance with Janus policy, do not represent all of the securities purchased, held or sold during the period. To obtain a list
showing every holding as a percentage of the portfolio at the end of the most recent publicly available disclosure period, contact 877.33JANUS (52687) or visit
janus.com/advisor/mutual-funds.

Top Contributors

Top Detractors

Kennedy-Wilson Holdings: This California-based real
estate private equity firm has, in our opinion, proved an
astute buyer of commercial real estate, which has allowed it
to significantly grow its assets under management in recent
years. We believe it continues to execute well in its home
market of California, where it’s active in the multifamily and
office sectors, and we continue to like the company even
after the spin-out of its European business (KWE).

Chatham Lodging: Chatham is a U.S. REIT that was
launched in 2010 to invest in upscale extended-stay and
branded select-service hotels. In its relatively brief existence,
the company has assembled what we consider a solid
portfolio of hotel properties, and its focus on select service, a
sector most of the hotel REITs shy away from, provides an
attractive growth opportunity, in our opinion. Coming off of a
strong couple of years, the stock has been disappointing of
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Top Contributors (continued)

Top Detractors (continued)

NorthStar Realty: NorthStar is a U.S.-based REIT involved
in real estate lending/private equity and the ownership of
commercial properties, the bulk of which are health care
facilities, hotels or manufactured housing communities. We
believe the company has been overly punished for the
external management structure that resulted from the spinoff of its asset management group, and we expect its
pending three-way merger with its manager and Colony
Capital (CLNY) will help close the significant discount to net
asset value reflected in the current stock price.

late, as supply has ramped and the entire sector has come
under pressure. We still see good value and decent growth,
and we’re confident that we’ve invested with a management
team that won’t be shy about taking chips off the table when
they feel the upcycle is nearing its end.

Wharf Holdings: Wharf is one of the largest property
investors in Hong Kong, with its two flagship retail
properties, Harbour City and Times Square, accounting for
the majority of its assets. Over the last several years, the
company has been expanding in China and has a long-term
goal of having half of its assets in the mainland. We
appreciate the company’s commitment to sustained dividend
growth, and believe its irreplaceable investment property
portfolio is currently undervalued by the market.
Atrium European Real Estate: Atrium is the largest
publicly traded owner of retail centers/malls in Central and
Eastern Europe. Our buy thesis is predicated on the fact that
Atrium trades at a significant discount to the value of its
assets and has one of the most underutilized balance sheets
in Europe. In addition, the vast majority of the company’s
properties are in Poland or the Czech Republic, both
countries that have grown, and should continue to grow,
faster than their western European counterparts, in our
view. We anticipate new developments over the next two
years can drive additional growth, which should allow for
further increases in the dividend.
Hang Lung Properties: Hang Lung is a top holding that
has been particularly volatile over the last two years,
meaning it has been discussed in numerous commentaries.
The company’s prospects remain closely tied to growth in
domestic consumption in China, which we should point out is
one of the top priorities of the most recent five-year plan
produced by the central government. We haven’t wavered
from our core thesis that a first-mover advantage in premium
shopping mall development in second-tier cities in China will
allow this Hong Kong-based residential developer and
commercial property landlord to create significant value over
the next decade, but acknowledge that initial yields on
recent openings have been disappointing, and the ramp in
competitive supply has been more rapid and robust than
anticipated. Ultimately, we believe the company’s strategic
city-center locations, operating expertise and strong balance
sheet will allow it to ride out the short-term choppiness and

Kenedix Retail REIT: This Japanese REIT is set up well to
outperform given a strong acquisition pipeline and an
attractive cost of capital. Catalysts could include more
acquisitions, a credit upgrade, and/or getting added to the
EPRA NAREIT Index. The company’s dividend yield remains
well above the JREIT average, which we believe is largely
due to its small size, lack of track record and investor
skepticism surrounding its neighborhood retail property type.
While it might take some time, we’re confident that Kenedix
will continue to re-rate on the back of better growth
from acquisitions.
Invincible Investment Corp.: Invincible is the owner of
hotel and apartment assets in Japan. We think the company
has the potential to continue to outperform given its
significant exposure to lodging, which currently boasts the
best organic growth of any property type in Japan. In
addition, Invincible has an attractive yield and one of the
deepest pipelines for acquisitions of any JREIT.
Simon Property Group: This owner of regional malls and
outlet centers is the largest of the U.S. REITs and the largest
component of the global index. We believe the company has
top-of-the-line assets; relatively stable cash flows; a strong
balance sheet; a disciplined external growth strategy that
extends overseas; and liquidity, which we think makes it the
go-to stock for generalist investors when they want to
increase their real estate allocations. Moreover,
fundamentals for Class A malls remain very strong, while
there are ongoing significant concerns about the health of
the B and C assets (this actually further benefits Simon
given it recently completed the spin-off of its lower-quality
properties – mostly Class B malls and strip centers).
Gateway Lifestyle Holdings: Gateway is the largest owner
of residential parks/communities (mobile home parks) that
predominantly cater to senior citizens in Australia. Gateway
generates income from recurring rent and development
profit on the sale of new homes. We believe that with home
prices up substantially over the last two decades throughout
most of Australia, manufactured housing gives senior
citizens an affordable option, especially those looking to
downsize/simplify in retirement. We also believe that
Gateway is well-positioned to benefit from consolidation in
what up until now has been a highly fragmented industry.
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Top Contributors (continued)
deliver outsized returns.

Please consider the charges, risks, expenses and investment objectives carefully before investing. For a prospectus
or, if available, a summary prospectus containing this and other information, please call Janus at 877.33JANUS (52687)
or download the file from janus.com/info. Read it carefully before you invest or send money.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Call 877.33JANUS (52687) or visit janus.com/advisor/mutual-funds for current month-end performance.
Discussion is based on performance of the Fund's "parent" share class (typically that with the longest history).
As of 9/30/16 the top ten portfolio holdings of Janus Global Real Estate Fund are: Aroundtown Property Holdings PLC (4.45%), Kennedy-Wilson Holdings Inc
(4.27%), Simon Property Group Inc (3.70%), American Tower Corp (3.65%), Chatham Lodging Trust (2.76%), St Joe Co (2.52%), Atrium European Real Estate
Ltd (2.36%), Kennedy Wilson Europe Real Estate Plc (2.20%), Kenedix Retail REIT Corp (2.19%) and CapitaLand Ltd (2.19%). There are no assurances that any
Janus portfolio currently holds these securities or other securities mentioned in this commentary.
The opinions are as of 9/30/16 and are subject to change at any time due to changes in market or economic conditions. Janus may have a business relationship
with certain entities discussed. The comments should not be construed as a recommendation of individual holdings or market sectors, but as an illustration of
broader themes.
Security contribution to performance is measured by using an algorithm that multiplies the daily performance of each security with the previous day’s ending
weight in the portfolio and is gross of advisory fees. Fixed income securities and certain equity securities, such as private placements and some share classes of
equity securities, are excluded.
A Fund’s performance may be affected by risks that include those associated with nondiversification, non-investment grade debt securities, highyield/high-risk securities, undervalued or overlooked companies, investments in specific industries or countries and potential conflicts of interest.
Additional risks to a Fund may also include, but are not limited to, those associated with investing in foreign securities, emerging markets, initial
public offerings, real estate investment trusts (REITs), derivatives, short sales, commodity-linked investments and companies with relatively small
market capitalizations. Each Fund has different risks. Please see a Janus prospectus for more information about risks, Fund holdings and other
details.
Foreign securities are subject to additional risks including currency fluctuations, political and economic uncertainty, increased volatility, lower
liquidity and differing financial and information reporting standards, all of which are magnified in emerging markets.
Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs) may be subject to additional risks, including interest rate, management, tax, economic, environmental and
concentration risks.
Investments in derivatives can be highly volatile and involve additional risks than if the underlying securities were held directly. Such risks include
gains or losses which, as a result of leverage, can be substantially greater than the derivatives’ original cost. There is also a possibility that
derivatives may not perform as intended, which can reduce opportunity for gain or result in losses by offsetting positive returns in other securities.
FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Global Index is a global market capitalization weighted index composed of listed real estate securities in the North American, European,
Asian and South American real estate markets including both developed and emerging markets.
A Fund’s portfolio may differ significantly from the securities held in an index. An index is unmanaged and not available for direct investment; therefore its
performance does not reflect the expenses associated with the active management of an actual portfolio.
Janus is a registered trademark of Janus International Holding LLC. © Janus International Holding LLC.
Funds distributed by Janus Distributors LLC
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